
Introducing the newest 2D 
Barcode to the HD Barcode™ 
family- The AC-HD Barcode™  

Anti-Counterfeiting AC-HD Barcode™ 
Immediate Authentication- No Internet Required!

Covert Codes 
Detected- Authentic

Missing Covert
Codes- Counterfeit

Anti-Counterfeiting

Product Authentication

Brand Protection

Track & Trace

Marketing Incentives

Immediate Secure 
Authentication Made Simple!

Scan the AC-HD Barcode™  for 
immediate authentication.

Instantly determine the origin of printed 
packages using a Complete Inspection Systems 
approved Smartphone and manufacturer’s 
proprietary software.  Smartphone will display a 
[PASS] or [FAIL] message when scanned. 

In addition to immediate authentication, the 
AC-HD Barcode™ can contain details about 
covert features. These features are linked to 
various data that is printed in obscure locations 
throughout product packaging.   

HD Barcode™ 
Barcode technology has taken a quantum leap 
forward with the introduction of the HD 
Barcode™.  This revolutionary custom barcode 
offers advanced encryption technology capable 
of encoding up to 703 kilobytes of secure data.

Unlike traditional 2D barcodes, which are limited 
to approximately 4 kilobytes of data, the HD 
Barcode™ can easily contain comprehensive 
product information; such as complete product 
specifications, information for product use in 
multiple languages, full color product  images, 
e-pedigree data and anti-counterfeiting covert 
codes.

AC-HD Barcode™



HD Barcode with Custom Brand or Logo

Dot Pattern HD Barcode
with Identification

HD Barcode with
 Embossed Image 

HD Barcode with
 Embedded Image 

Micro HD Barcode 

HD Barcode™  Configuration Options:

HD Barcode™ decoded via Smartphone

• Provides Conclusive, Secure Data
• Embeds or Embosses Full Color Images
• Reveals Package Diversion
• Prevents Unauthorized Duplication

HD Barcode™ AC-HD Barcode™  
Configuration:

AC-HD Barcode™  must 
remain square in shape.

The HD Barcode™ is scanned using a 
proprietary reader application and then verified 
against a separate barcode that is printed during 
final production. Both barcodes include 
alpha/numeric codes that must match in order 
to authenticate.
 
Utilizing the HD Barcode™ a user can quickly 
identify counterfeit products without requiring an 
Internet connection.

 

Adding the HD Barcode™ during the manufacturing 
process is not only inexpensive, but also allows manufacturers the 
ability to customize encrypted information that can only be read by 
the assigned recipient.

The HD Barcode™ features a print generator program that must 
be stored separately from the reader application, further enhancing 
security.  The print generator program can easily be integrated 
within the packaging print operations.

Creating the HD Barcode™
The HD Barcode™ can be created as small as 2 x 2 mm in size 
and can easily be customized into many versatile configurations.  
Emboss custom graphics or logos, embed full color packaging 
images, create micro HD Barcodes™ that are smaller than a dime 
in size, and create authentication signatures using dot patterns for 
easy readability.

Includes all the HD Barcode™ 
features, plus includes covert 
codes that prohibit unauthorized 
users from scanning or reproducing 
the AC-HD Barcode™.

AC-HD Barcode™ 
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